
Haven Lighting Expands Smart Landscape
Lighting Services to Offer More Commercial
Application Products

Haven Lighting’s new commercial applications offer smart lighting solutions for bars, welcome centers,

and more.

HEBRON, KENTUCKY, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, May 31, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Haven

Lighting continues revolutionizing landscape lighting with its expanded commercial applications.

The company's high-end lighting solutions serve properties like retail stores, visitor centers,

campuses, and HOA communities.

Haven Lighting's commercial applications are part of its innovative approach to smart LED

landscape lighting, which includes the 9 Series Pro Smart Transformer. With the patent-pending

interface’s intuitive mobile app and seamless user experience, business owners can instantly

program light events and shows, save their preferred settings, and conveniently schedule lights

to turn on and off at any desired time.

The company's commercial application products are suitable for interior and exterior use,

offering various customization possibilities and opportunities. Haven's lighting solutions can be

used in various settings. Indoors, the lights create a welcoming ambiance in bars, engage

children in indoor play areas, and boost team spirit in locker rooms. Outdoors, the company's

smart lighting solutions enhance the visual appeal of condo buildings and retail stores. Haven's

technology allows users to program a personalized light display that showcases brand colors and

wraps around the perimeter of a commercial building.

Haven’s expanded commercial lighting services allow business owners to showcase their

buildings and attract customers. The smart landscape lighting company aims to make it easy for

businesses to create attractive light shows and events on demand.

With Haven's commercial applications, business owners have an innovative solution to elevate

their properties. Whether it's a jewelry store, municipal building, sorority, or fraternity, Haven

Lighting's products offer a combination of quality craftsmanship, advanced technology, and

vibrant aesthetics.

About Haven Lighting: Based in Hebron, KY, Haven Lighting is a first-of-its-kind, smart landscape

lighting company. Founded in 2016, the company came into existence to disrupt the old-

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://havenlighting.com/
https://havenlighting.com/
https://havenlighting.com/products/9-series-pro-smart-transformer
https://havenlighting.com/pages/commercial-applications


fashioned distribution models that fostered a lack of innovation. Since its inception, Haven

Lighting has been at the forefront of technological advancement, constantly offering its

customers a smarter, more customizable, and more convenient way to light up their homes and

businesses

.
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